
Maryland’s 7 Amazing Energy Efficiency Programs 

1. Retrofit Baltimore, part of nonprofit Civic Works         Benefits: All BGE customers

If you pay a BGE bill, consider contacting Retrofit Baltimore. This service is free and staffed by bright 
AmeriCorp Energy Advisors who offer step-by-step energy efficiency guidance. Retrofit Baltimore 
knows the programs below inside and out. Whether you want a quick home check and all the free 
energy efficiency swag, or you’re going to have a home energy audit and fix possible issues, you’ll 
get expert help. The energy assessments and retrofit upgrades are provided by high-performing 
contractors vetted and screened by Retrofit Baltimore. The Baltimore Energy Challenge described 
below is part of the Retrofit Baltimore program. Call 410-929-6139. 

2. Baltimore Energy Challenge                                    Benefits: Baltimore City residents

At a minimum, call Baltimore Energy Challenge at 443-869-2614 and schedule a home visit. The 
team will install for free a programmable thermostat, energy-efficient CFL or LED light bulbs, water-
saving fixtures, hot water pipe wraps, power strips, CO2/smoke detector, and more.  Another benefit 
is that Energy Challenge team members have in-depth understanding of the programs listed below. 
Any Baltimore City homeowner or tenant residing in a house or apartment can participate. This 
program is a joint partnership between Civic Works, Baltimore Community Foundation and the 
Baltimore City Office of Sustainability.

3. BGE Quick Home Energy Check-up                            Benefits: All BGE customers

If you live outside of Baltimore City, a similar program to the Baltimore Energy Challenge is BGE’s 
Quick Home Energy Check-Up. Call 877.685.7377, or fill out this form, to schedule a visit.  After an 
energy walk through, your BGE check-up rep will install for free up to 12 CFLs (all types), one LED, 
four faucet aerators, two efficient-flow fixed or handheld shower heads, water heater pipe insulation 
and tank wrap, Smart Strips and ShowerStart™ shower head adapter. Be sure to ask your energy 
consultant about the more comprehensive Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® program which 
is described below.

4. Baltimore City LIGHT program

Benefits: Baltimore City homeowners with qualifying income (see chart below)

Call 410-396-3023 to connect with a LIGHT program coordinator. LIGHT is the main call center for 
Baltimore City’s many limited income energy efficiency grant 
programs. After a quick assessment of your situation, your 
case coordinator will explain the many free programs 
available to weatherize your home (including furnace 
replacement if you qualify).  See LIGHT’s income 
requirements to the right. Income levels are the maximum 
amount based on how many adults (18+ years old) live in the 
home.
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 Size of Family    Max. Income
 1  $23,540
 2  $31,860
 3  $40,180
 4  $48,500
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5. Maryland Low Income Energy Efficiency Program 

Benefits: All Marylanders outside Baltimore City with qualifying income (see chart above)

Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development is the lead administrator for limited 
income energy efficiency programs outside of Baltimore City’s LIGHT program. Call 855.583.8976 to 
reach an energy efficiency consultant who can help you access the EmPOWER Maryland low income 
programs. Most likely, you will need to leave a voicemail, but an agent will call you back. 

6. EmPOWER Maryland – BGE Smart Energy                  Benefits: All BGE customers

If your income is above the maximums the LIGHT or Md. Low Income Efficiency programs, all 
Maryland utility customers can access the EmPOWER Maryland rebates ($4,300 maximum) on your 
own. If you contact #1 Retrofit Baltimore from above, they understand and access this same program, 
so you won’t miss out on the rebates. 

EmPOWER Maryland is a state-level initiative aimed at reducing Maryland’s electricity usage 25 
percent by 2020.  Each month, all Maryland utility customers pay a small surcharge (based on usage) 
that funds the EmPOWER Maryland demand reduction and energy efficiency programs. Each of the 
five utilities manage the initiatives, and BGE’s program is BGE Smart Energy program. 

Take advantage of lighting discounts, appliance rebates, heating and cooling system rebates and, the 
Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® program.

Invest the $100 in the whole house energy audit – you will be amazed at what you learn about your 
home’s energy systems. Then, check out the rebates available to you for projects like insulation, air 
sealing and duct sealing. Smart Energy rebates may not cover the full cost of certain retrofit projects, 
so consider Maryland’s Be SMART Home below.

7. Be SMART Home loan program                          Benefits: All Maryland homeowners

This Be SMART Home program is hard to beat because loans for home projects can be expensive 
and hard-to-find.

If you meet the eligibility standards - verification of income, credit score of 640+, and a debt-to-income 
ratio of up to 50% - you may be able to borrow up to $30,000 at 4.99% interest to pay any balances 
needed to complete weatherization projects. That includes financing heating and cooling systems!
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